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FORCING THE STRONG LEFSCHETZ
AND THE MAXIMAL RANK PROPERTIES
FABRIZIO ZANELLO AND JEFFERY V. ZYLINSKI
Abstract. Three basic properties which standard graded artinian k-algebras may or may not
enjoy are the Weak and Strong Lefschetz Properties and the Maximal Rank Property (respectively
WLP, SLP, and MRP).
In this paper we will assume that the base field k has characteristic zero. It is known that
SLP implies MRP, which in turn implies WLP, but that both implications are strict. However,
it surprisingly turned out (see [8]) that the set of Hilbert functions admitting any algebras with
WLP coincides with the corresponding set for SLP (and therefore with that for MRP). In [16],
J. Migliore and the first author, using Green’s theorem and a result of Wiebe, characterized the
Hilbert functions forcing all algebras to enjoy WLP. The purpose of this note is to prove the
corresponding characterizations for both SLP and MRP. Unsurprisingly (or surprisingly??), the
two characterizations coincide, but they define a class of Hilbert functions strictly smaller than
that determined for WLP in [16].
Our methods include the Herzog-Popescu theorem on quotients of k-algebras modulo a general
form, a result of Wiebe, and gins and stable ideals. At the end, we will also discuss the importance
of assuming that the characteristic be zero, and we will exhibit a class of codimension 2 monomial
complete intersections for which SLP (but not MRP) fails in positive characteristic.
1. Introduction
Let A =
⊕
i≥0Ai = R/I be a standard graded k-algebra, where R = k[x1, ..., xr] is a
polynomial ring in r variables over a field A0 = k of characteristic zero, I is a homogeneous
ideal of R, and deg(xi) = 1 for all i (i.e., R = k[R1], and therefore A = k[A1]). The Hilbert
function of A is the function H = H(A) : N → N defined by H(A, d) = dimk Ad. A is
artinian if the ideal I is (x1, ..., xr)-primary, or equivalently, if the Hilbert function of A is
eventually 0.
The following are three very natural properties that an artinian algebra A may enjoy: A
is said to have the Weak Lefschetz Property (WLP) if the map ×L : Ai → Ai+1, where L
is a general linear form (that is, its coefficients belong to a Zariski-open subset of the base
field k), has maximal rank for all i ≥ 0; A has the Maximal Rank Property (MRP) if, for
any d ≥ 1, the map ×F : Ai → Ai+d, where F is a general form of degree d, has maximal
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rank for all i ≥ 0; finally, A has the Strong Lefschetz Property (SLP) if, for any d ≥ 1, the
map ×Ld : Ai → Ai+d, where L is a general linear form, has maximal rank for all i ≥ 0.
While both the Weak and Strong Lefschetz Properties have been extensively investigated
in the literature (for a broad overview and the main results obtained so far, see for in-
stance [3, 6, 8, 12] and their bibliographies), the Maximal Rank Property - perhaps the
most natural intermediate property between WLP and SLP - has only been more recently
introduced in [12] by J. Migliore and R. Miro´-Roig. Indeed, SLP implies MRP by semiconti-
nuity (since MRP is determined, by definition, by the existence of certain general forms, and
these are open conditions - see [12]), and MRP is clearly stronger than WLP. It is known
that none of the opposite implications hold true: In particular, [12] contains a very inter-
esting example of a level, type 3 algebra in characteristic zero enjoying MRP but not SLP:
k[x, y, z]/(x3, y3, z3, (x+ y + z)3). (We only remark here that this example can be naturally
extended to codimension 3 level algebras of any type t ≥ 3.)
However, the class of algebras enjoying MRP but not SLP does seem to be “quite small” in
characteristic zero (unlike in positive characteristic - see Example 3.5), even if the relationship
between this two properties is still mostly unclear. Certainly, for instance, as we will see
follows later from a theorem of Herzog-Popescu, the two properties are equivalent for algebras
quotients of lex-segment ideals and, more generally, of stable ideals. One of the goals of this
paper is to shed some light on the relationship intercurrent between MRP and SLP.
A broad and interesting problem in this area is to determine structural results on the
Hilbert functions of artinian algebras enjoying any of the three properties above: See, for
instance, [8, 12, 13, 16, 19], or for the same problem with a more specific focus on special
classes of algebras, such as Gorenstein or level, [2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19].
In particular, in [8], the set of Hilbert functions admitting at least one algebra with WLP
was characterized, as well as the corresponding set for SLP. Curiously, it turned out that
these two sets coincide (and therefore coincide with that for MRP). In [16], Migliore and the
first author, instead, taking a different approach, characterized the Hilbert functions forcing
all algebras to enjoy WLP. In this note, we will prove the corresponding characterization for
both SLP and MRP. Perhaps even more curiously, these two characterizations coincide, but
they define a class of Hilbert functions strictly contained in that determined for WLP.
We will also see that the class of Hilbert functions forcing SLP or MRP on all algebras
coincides with the class of Hilbert functions simply forcing the corresponding property on
lex-segment algebras, just like with WLP ([16]). However, whereas it is also true that any
Gotzmann algebra enjoying WLP forces all algebras with the same Hilbert function to enjoy
it, this stronger fact is false with respect to SLP or MRP.
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In the next section we will state some preliminary results needed in Section 3, which con-
tains the two characterizations (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). We will be employing a few different
methods, including the Herzog-Popescu theorem on the Hilbert functions of quotients of
k-algebras modulo a general form [9], a result of Wiebe [18], gins and stable ideals. We will
need characteristic zero for some key arguments of this paper; at the end we will also discuss
the importance of this assumption and show that even the simplest examples of codimension
2 monomial complete intersections - which all enjoy SLP in characteristic zero - may lose
that property (but not MRP) in passing to positive characteristic.
2. Preliminary results
Let us now introduce some of the main definitions and results we will need in this note.
Definition 2.1. Let n and d be positive integers. The d-binomial expansion of n is
n = n(d) =
(
nd
d
)
+
(
nd−1
d− 1
)
+ · · ·+
(
nj
j
)
,
where nd > nd−1 > ... > nj ≥ j ≥ 1. Note that, under these hypotheses, the d-binomial
expansion of n is unique (e.g., see [4], Lemma 4.2.6). Also, define, for a and b integers,
(n(d))
a
b =
(
nd + a
d+ b
)
+
(
nd−1 + a
d− 1 + b
)
+ · · ·+
(
nj + a
j + b
)
,
where, as usual,
(
m
n
)
= 0 whenever m < n or n < 0. Finally, for 0 ≤ c < d, let
n((d,c)) =
(
nd − c− 1
d− c
)
+
(
nd−1 − c− 1
d− 1− c
)
+ · · ·+
(
nq − c− 1
q − c
)
+
(
nc − c
0
)
,
where we define q = j if j > c and q = c+ 1 if j ≤ c, and
(
nc−c
0
)
is set to equal 0 for c < j.
The possible Hilbert functions that may occur for standard graded algebras are character-
ized by a well-known theorem of Macaulay’s (see, e.g., [4], Theorem 4.2.10); those possible
sequences of integers are called O-sequences. It is easy to see that an O-sequence having,
in some degree d, a value ≤ d, is non-increasing from that degree on. Also, the Hilbert
functions of artinian algebras are characterized as those O-sequences which are eventually 0.
From [16] we have the following characterization of the Hilbert functions forcing WLP:
Theorem 2.2. ([16], Theorem 5) Let H: 1, h1, h2, ..., he, he+1 = 0 be an O-sequence, and
let t be the smallest integer such that ht ≤ t. Then all the artinian algebras having Hilbert
function H enjoy WLP if and only if, for all indices i = 1, 2, ..., t− 1, we have
hi−1 = ((hi)(i))
−1
−1.
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Remark 2.3. i) Let I be a homogeneous ideal of R and let F ∈ R be any form of degree d
(not in I). Notice that there is the following exact sequence:
(1) 0→ R/(I : F )(−d)
×F
−→ R/I → R/(I, F )→ 0.
ii) From (1) it follows that the Hilbert function of an algebra A = R/I decomposes as the sum
of the Hilbert function of R/(I : F ) (shifted by d degrees to the right) and that of R/(I, F ).
iii) From the previous point we have that, if A is artinian of socle degree e (that is, e is the
last degree where Ae 6= 0), then the socle degree of R/(I : F ) is ≤ e − d. Notice, moreover,
that if F is the d-th power of a general linear form (or, by semicontinuity, it is a general
form of degree d), then the socle degree of R/(I : F ) is exactly e−d. This easily follows from
the classical fact that, in characteristic zero, Re is spanned by e-th powers of linear forms.
We now rephrase SLP and MRP, in view of the exact sequence (1):
Lemma 2.4. i) Let A = R/I be an artinian algebra with Hilbert function H: h0 =
1, h1, h2, ...,
he, he+1 = 0. Then A enjoys SLP if and only if, for any index d and for the d-th power L
d
of a general linear form L, we have, for all i ≥ 0:
H(A/Ld, i) = max{hi − hi−d, 0},
where we set hj = 0 for j < 0.
ii) Similarly, A = R/I enjoys MRP if and only if, for any index d and for a general form F
of degree d, we have, for all i ≥ 0:
H(A/F, i) = max{hi − hi−d, 0}.
3. The main results
We are now ready for the first main result of this note, namely the characterization of the
Hilbert functions forcing MRP:
Theorem 3.1. Let H: 1, h1 = r, h2, ..., he, he+1 = 0 be an O-sequence, and let t be the
smallest integer such that ht ≤ t. Then all the artinian algebras having Hilbert function H
enjoy MRP if and only if:
i) r = 2; or
ii) r > 2, ht ≤ 2, and, for all indices i = 1, 2, ..., t− 1,
hi−1 = ((hi)(i))
−1
−1.
Proof. Let us first show that if, given an artinian Hilbert function H , MRP holds for all
algebras A with that Hilbert function, then H has the form i) or ii). Suppose r > 2. Since
MRP implies WLP, by Theorem 2.2 we have that hi−1 = ((hi)(i))
−1
−1, for i = 1, 2, ..., t − 1.
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Hence it remains to show that ht ≤ 2. Suppose ht ≥ 3. Thus, it suffices to prove that some
algebra with Hilbert function H fails to have MRP, and we will use R/I, where I is the
lex-segment ideal for the Hilbert function H .
This can be done in at least two ways: The first uses Wiebe’s characterization for the
Hilbert functions whose lex-segment algebras have SLP (Theorem 4.4 of [18]). Indeed, that
numerical characterization is the same as that of the statement of this theorem, and more-
over, a result of Herzog-Popescu ([9], Lemma 1.4) says that xdr is a general form of de-
gree d with respect to stable ideals, and so in particular lex-segment ideals. Hence, by
Lemma 2.4, when it comes to lex-segments, SLP is equivalent to MRP, and we are done.
A second proof of this fact is more direct and also illustrates the idea behind Wiebe’s
approach: Since 3 ≤ ht ≤ t and I is lex-segment, then in degree t, R/I is equal to
(R/I)t = 〈x
ht−1
r−1 x
t−ht+1
r , ..., xr−1x
t−1
r , x
t
r〉. In particular, only the last two variables appear.
Thus, it is easy to see that the multiplication by any form F ∈ Rt−1 between A1 and At has
(the images of) all the variables in its kernel, except possibly for the the last two. Therefore,
since dimk At ≥ 3, surjectivity fails for that map, and so MRP for R/I, as desired.
Let us now suppose that the Hilbert function H has the form described in i) or in ii).
We want to prove that all algebras A with such Hilbert function enjoy MRP. If r = 2, this
is well-known, since all algebras (in characteristic zero) even have SLP (see [8], Proposition
4.4). Thus, suppose that r > 2, and let F ∈ R be a general form of any degree d ≥ 1. We
want to show that the map ×F between Ai and Ai+d has maximal rank, for each i ≥ 0.
Consider first the case i + d ≤ t − 1. Notice that the Hilbert function of A is increasing
until degree t − 1, since by [1], it follows that ((hi)(i))
−1
−1 < hi; hence we want to show that
×F is injective in these degrees. Let F = Ld, where L is a general linear form. Since by
Theorem 2.2, WLP holds for A, we have that each of the maps ×L between Ai and Ai+1,
Ai+1 and Ai+2, ..., Ai+(d−1) and Ai+d are injective. Thus, ×L
d is also injective, and so A
enjoys SLP in these degrees. It follows by semicontinuity that A also enjoys MRP, as desired.
Now suppose that t ≤ i + d ≤ e. Hence, since ht ≤ 2, by Macaulay’s theorem we have
hi+d = dimk Ai+d ≤ 2. If i = 0, then the map ×F is clearly injective for any form F of
degree d whose image is non-zero in Ad, and therefore MRP between degrees 0 and d again
follows by semicontinuity.
Thus, let i > 0. Since hi+d ≤ 2, Macaulay’s theorem guarantees that hi ≥ hi+d; hence we
want to show that the map ×F between Ai and Ai+d is surjective, where F is a general form
of degree d. But, by Lemma 2.4, this is equivalent to proving that H(A/F, i + d) = 0. A
tedious but straightforward computation involving the binomial coefficients of Definition 2.1
shows that under the current assumptions - namely, hi+d ∈ {1, 2} and i+ d > deg(F ) = d -
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we have: ∑
0≤c≤d−1
H(A, i+ d)((i+d,c)) = 0.
(Notice that, expectedly, the same numerical result does not hold for hi+d ≥ 3.) Therefore,
the conclusion immediately follows from Herzog-Popescu’s Theorem 3.7 of [9], which says
that if A = R/I (is any standard graded k-algebra) and F ∈ R is a general form of degree
d, then the Hilbert function of A/F ≃ R/(I, F ) satisfies, for all integers p ≥ d:
H(A/F, p) ≤
∑
0≤c≤d−1
H(A, p)((p,c)).

We are now ready to prove the second main result of this note, namely the characterization
of the Hilbert functions forcing SLP. As we noticed above, it will turn out to be exactly the
same as that for MRP, which instead describes a strictly smaller set of Hilbert functions
than those forcing WLP. Curiously, even if SLP is a stronger condition than MRP, we will
need the existence of MRP proved in the previous theorem to deduce SLP in some degrees.
Theorem 3.2. Let H: 1, h1 = r, h2, ..., he, he+1 = 0 be an O-sequence, and let t be the
smallest integer such that ht ≤ t. Then all the artinian algebras having Hilbert function H
enjoy SLP if and only if:
i) r = 2; or
ii) r > 2, ht ≤ 2, and, for all indices i = 1, 2, ..., t− 1,
hi−1 = ((hi)(i))
−1
−1.
Proof. The “only if” part immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that SLP
is stronger than MRP. Hence suppose that H has the form described in i) or ii), and let
A = R/I be any algebra with Hilbert function H . We want to show that A has SLP.
Consider the generic initial ideal of I, say J , with respect to the reverse lexicographic
order. It is well-known that R/I and R/J have the same Hilbert function, and that J is
Borel-fixed. Since we are in characteristic zero, J is also strongly stable and hence stable
(see, e.g., [5], Section 15.9). Moreover, Wiebe showed in [18], Proposition 2.8 that R/I enjoys
SLP if and only if R/J does.
Thus, it suffices to show that all stable ideals with Hilbert function H enjoy SLP. But we
know that they all enjoy MRP by Theorem 3.1; moreover, by [9], Lemma 1.4, xdr is a general
form of degree d with respect to stable ideals. Therefore, from Lemma 2.4 it immediately
follows that SLP holds with respect to the powers of L = xr, and the proof is complete. 
From [18], Theorem 4.4 and what we have observed earlier, we easily deduce the following
interesting corollary to our theorems:
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Corollary 3.3. All artinian algebras with a given Hilbert function H have SLP if and only
if they all have MRP, if and only if the lex-segment algebra corresponding to H has SLP, if
and only if the lex-segment algebra corresponding to H has MRP.
Remark 3.4. The same equivalent condition with respect to the lex-segment also holds for
WLP, as proved in [16], Corollary 6. There, more was actually shown to be true, namely that
all algebras having Hilbert function H enjoy WLP if and only if any Gotzmann algebra having
Hilbert function H does. Interestingly, that stronger result, instead, does not extend here:
Indeed, as proved in [18], Example 3.4, one has that I ′ = (x2, xy, y3, y2z, xz3, yz3, z4) ⊂ R =
k[x, y, z] is a Gotzmann ideal, and that A = R/I ′ enjoys SLP (and therefore MRP). However,
the Hilbert function of A is H : 1, 3, 4, 3, 0, which does not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems
3.2 and 3.1. Therefore, the algebra R/I, where I is the lex-segment ideal corresponding to
H, does not enjoy SLP or MRP.
We conclude by briefly discussing our assumption that the characteristic of the base field
be zero. Not only has this been necessary in a few key arguments, but as the next simple
example shows, some results are far from being true characteristic-free.
Example 3.5. In positive characteristic, SLP may fail in codimension 2, even in the simplest
instances of monomial complete intersections: In fact, all algebras A(p) = k[x, y]/(xp, yp),
where char(k)= p, do not enjoy SLP.
This is because the p-th power of any linear form L ∈ k[x, y] belongs to the vector space
〈xp, yp〉, and therefore La is contained in the ideal (xp, yp) for all a ≥ p, i.e., the image of
those La is 0 in A(p). (Notice that this implies the fact that powers of linear forms do not
span all of Ra in characteristic p, unlike in characteristic zero, as we saw in Remark 2.3.)
Thus, for A(p), SLP even fails between degree 0 and any degree a such that p ≤ a ≤ 2(p−1).
It can be also shown, interestingly, that these algebras A(p), although they do not enjoy
SLP, all have MRP.
More generally, from the latest research done on WLP and SLP, there seems to consis-
tently emerge a remarkable - and perhaps not entirely expected - difference between the
results which hold in characteristic zero and those true in positive characteristic (in fact,
the latter appear to be many fewer). So far, research has more systematically focused on
the characteristic zero case, and indeed, techniques have been introduced and employed to
study the Lefschetz Properties when char(k)= 0 also in previous papers (they came from
Macaulay’s inverse systems, as in [8]; or from geometry, as in [8, 16, 17] - the latter paper
applying to WLP a technical result from [15]).
However, understanding WLP, SLP and MRP in characteristic p is also a basic problem,
and it will definitely deserve more specific attention in the future. It seems likely that SLP
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is, of the three Properties, the one which “loses more” in passing to positive characteristic;
in particular, interestingly, we believe that - as the previous example also suggests - the class
of artinian algebras enjoying MRP but not SLP is “much larger” in characteristic p than it
is in characteristic zero.
Acknowledgements. We thank Juan Migliore and the referee for helpful comments.
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